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Abstract 
 
After the near extinction in the 19th century - caused by habitat degradation and extensive 
hunting - the European wildcat (Felis silvestris silvestris) is slowly returning to its former habitat 
in the Swiss Jura Mountains. Listed as “least concerned” in the IUCN red list, little is known 
about this elusive cat. In order to gain a better understanding of the environmental 
requirements and to draw potential occurrence maps, a habitat modelling was carried out in 
this study. For this purpose, the wildcat observations were supplemented by background points 
and then equipped with various environmental variables. After a subsampling of the data sets, 
the prediction performance of the variables was tested with Boosted Regression Trees to sort 
out unimportant and correlated predictors. Of 26 initial variables, 15 could be skipped. 
According to the temporal distribution of the observations, a whole-year and a winter model 
were created with two different background data sets each. With the eleven final variables, the 
four models were used to assess the predictor performance. Distance to forest edge, Snow-
water equivalent and Elevation are among the best predictors, while Roughness and Aspect are 
among the weakest. After a model performance test, the two best ones were used to 
extrapolate to the biogeographical regions of the Jura Mountains, the Swiss Plateau and the 
Pre-Alps. With two raster resolutions of 1km2 and 1ha, the potential wildcat habitat was 
assessed using the predictive values and compared with unused data points and GPS-locations 
of three wildcats. According to the three study areas the model performance is high for the Jura 
Mountains, medium for the Pre-Alps and low for the Plateau.   
 
 
Key words:   Wildcat, habitat model, boosted regression trees, predictor variable, occurrences,  
                     background points 
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Introduction 

Myriad of species worldwide have suffered major population losses or even extinction events in 
recent centuries or decades (Groombridge, 1992). Ceballos and Ehrlich (2002) showed that 
these events seem to be concentrated in areas with high human population density or human 
impact. In the class of mammals, predator species are especially vulnerable because - 
additionally to the usual threats like habitat degradation - they were often seen as competitors 
for hunters (Fryxell et al., 2014). With exception of the last one, these threats are often not 
directed at one species, but due to the lack of information and ignorance. 
 
An example for a poorly known and nearly eradicated predator species is the European wildcat 
(Felis silvestris silvestris, Schreber 1777). Once widely distributed throughout Europe and 
Switzerland, this medium-sized carnivore has suffered significant population loss in the 19th  
century due to extensive hunting and trapping (Piechocki, 1990) as well as habitat destruction. 
Seen as serious competitors for hunters, the wildcats were almost exterminated in the Jura 
Mountains at that time (Liberek, 1999). Legal protection 1962 under the Swiss hunting law, 
1979 under the Berne Convention (Appendix II) and 1992 under the European Habitat Directive 
92/43/EEC (Appendix IV) have led to a recovery of the wildcat population in a few countries of 
the western Europe like Germany, France and Switzerland (Say et al., 2012; Streif et al., 2012; 
Weber et al., 2010) whereas the database for the Southeast European and the Iberian wildcat 
population is strongly ambivalent and the Scottish wildcat population is directly threatened 
with extinction (Yamaguchi et al., 2015). Moreover, in some countries where the wildcat was 
originally widespread, such as Austria, it has not yet been able to gain a foothold (Slotta-
Bachmayr et al., 2016). After the most recent development, the wildcat is now listed as “least 
concern” in the IUCN red list (Yamaguchi et al., 2015). 
 
Due to the inconspicuous behaviour of wildcats and the easy confusion with its domesticated 
relatives (Klar et al., 2008), the feral cat (Felis silvestris catus), it was almost overlooked that this 
cat species slowly returned to the forests of the Swiss Jura Mountain. 1958 was the first proof 
of a return with some other sights in the 1960th and 1970th (Lüps, 1981). Since then the wildcat 
is slowly reclaimed its former distribution area in the Jura Mountains, most likely through 
immigration from the French Jura population (Lüps, 1981) and possibly also through a few 
releases (Liberek, 1999). Recently, even a handful of observations have been made in the Pre-
Alps (KORA, 2018). 
 
Despite the natural return, changes in the landscape appear to have very complex effects on 
the development of the wildcat population. Increasing habitat potential could be beneficial for 
the species (Dietz et al., 2016). More and more forest – as the main habitat for wildcats - are 
managed in a natural way, leading for example to more deadwood structures offering new 
hiding places, which is important for the raising of their kittens. Changes in agricultural and 
forestry practices (e.g. significantly reduced use of rodenticides) additionally increase the food 
supply for wildcats (voles and other rodents as their main prey) (Biro et al., 2005). On the other 
hand, settlements and the intensively used and poorly structured agricultural land – as 
unsuitable habitats for wildcats – have a strong barrier effect due to the fragmentation of the 
landscape (Pierpaoli et al., 2003; Stahl and Artois, 1994). 
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In order to better protect and conserve wildcats and to make appropriate conservation and 
management decisions, various information about its former and current distribution, the past 
and actual population size and potential threat (e.g. anthropogenic mortality or hybridization 
with domestic cats) must be collected. The actual and potential distribution are important 
aspects in wildlife conservation planning for this species (Peterson and Dunham, 2003). Habitat 
models have the potential to visualize potential wildcat occurrences and serve as planning tools 
for management decisions such as the planning of future nature reserves or the construction of 
wildlife bridges (Guisan and Thuiller, 2005).  
 
The aim of this master thesis is to create a statistical, fine-scale habitat model for the European 
Wildcat for the Swiss Jura Mountains, the adjoining Plateau and the Pre-Alps. The following 
research questions should help to fulfil this task: 
 

1) What are the driving environmental variables for the observed wildcat occurrences? 
2) Where are potential distribution areas for the wildcat in the Swiss Jura Mountains and 

do they correspond with the most recent observations? 
3) Is it possible to extrapolate the model to the Plateau and the Pre-Alps? 

 
This master thesis is embedded in the wildcat project by KORA, funded by the “Stiftung 
Lichtenstein” and leaded by Lea Maronde.  
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Material and Methods 

Study area 

Switzerland can be divided into six biogeographical regions, namely the Jura, Plateau, Northern 
and Southern Alps and Western and Central Alps (Gonseth and Buttler, 2001). These regions 
differ in climate and topography (Landolt et al., 1992) and can be classified in four broad land 
use categories; settlements and urban areas (7.5% of the total surface area), unproductive 
areas (lakes and rivers, glaciers and perpetual snow areas, rocks and unproductive vegetation, 
25.3%), forests and woods (31.3%) and agricultural areas (35.9%) (Schubarth and Weibel, 
2013).   
 
The study area (Fig. 1) comprises the biogeographical region of the Jura (without the small part 
in the canton of Schaffhausen; named as Jura Mountains), the Plateau (named Plateau) and the 
Northern Alps (named as Pre-Alps). In the Jura Mountains (Jura Mts.) elevation ranges between 
269m and 1’679m above sea level with a forest cover of 46.7% of the surface area. The Plateau 
ranges between 244 and 1’305m a.s.l. with the lowest forest cover of only 28.8%, while the Pre-
Alps are embedded between 371 and 4’265m a.s.l. and have a forest cover of 32.2%. In terms 
of population density, the Pre-Alps contain the lowest permanent habitants with approximately 
100/km2. On the contrary, the Plateau is strongly influenced by human activities with the 
highest population density as high as 460/km2 whereas the Jura has a moderate population 
density of 153/km2 (Zimmermann, 2004). 
 

Fig. 1  Map of Switzerland with the three biogeographic regions used. Yellow is the biogeographical region of the Jura Mts., 
green the Plateau and blue the Pre-Alps. The red dots symbolize the registered wildcat occurrences between 1994 and 2018. 
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We have chosen the above-mentioned regions because the wildcat is already widespread in the 
Jura Mts., the Plateau is considered as a former habitat and some recent observation have been 
made in the Pre-Alps.  
 
 

Wildcat occurrence data 

Only “hard facts” such as dead wildcats, captures, genetic samples from hair or pictures and 
videos with phenotypical characteristics (SCALP-category 1; (Molinari-Jobin, 2003)) were used 
for this study. Pictures, videos and hair samples were taken during deterministic wildcat camera 
trapping (two 10x10-km study areas, one in the northern in winter 2015/16 and 2016/17, the 
other in the southern Swiss Jura Mts. in winter 2017/18 to estimate wildcat density) or as by-
catch during deterministic camera trapping sessions for lynx and wolves. Within the framework 
of lynx monitoring, eight different reference areas are examined on a two to three year basis 
during winter (November-April) using camera traps to estimate lynx abundances. The first 
session took place in the Alps 1998 and in the Jura Mts. 2007. In the summer of 2017, a wolf 
deterministic camera trapping session was conducted in a reference area in the Jura South with 
detections of wildcats as by-catch. There were additional recordings of game wardens, hunters 
and the public by private camera traps, dead bodies or pictures (so-called random observation).  
From 1994 to the end of February 2018, 1,478 “hard facts” were reported (only data records 
with coordinates). These records were largely limited to the Swiss Jura Mts. with a few in the 
Swiss Plateau and the Pre-Alps (Fig. 1). 
 
Unfortunately, we had to exclude several observations. Three observations are missing 
trustworthy coordinates (declared as road mortality, but with coordinates apart from a street). 
In addition, all detections before August 2004 and after December 2017 had to be excluded 
(264 data points) due to a lack of predictive variable data (snow variables and degree day sum). 
Since the biogeographical region of the Jura Mts. was classified as our model calibration area, 
we also had to exclude all points outside this area (30 data points). This allowed us to use 1,181 
detections at 429 locations (Table 1).  

 
 

Habitat predictor variables 

Based on previous wildcat habitat modelling (Graf et al., 2013; Klar, 2009; Klar et al., 2008) and 
expert knowledge, we have compiled a list of ecological variables, deemed to be important to 
characterize the habitat requirements of wildcats.  In total, we have analysed 26 different 
variables with different spatial and temporal resolution (Table 2), divided into three different 

Table 1  Overview of the observation data points used in this study. Most of the evidences was provided during the winter and 
spring seasons (November to April). 
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categories. The first category contains topographical variables such as terrain roughness, 
elevation above sea level or vegetation characteristics. The second category anthropogenic 
variables such as night-light emission or distance to buildings and the third category 
meteorological variables with a temporal factor as sums of degree day or accumulated snowfall 
over the last 72 hours.  
 
 

 

Table 2  Overview about the environmental variables used with the reference, spatial and temporal resolution. Category 1 
contains topographic variables, category 2 the anthropogenic and category 3 the meteorological variables. 
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Analysis concept 

According to Guisan 
(2017), the conceptual 
framework - or named 
here analysis concept - 
figured as an important 
step in the process of 
suitable habitat 
modelling. Therefore, we 
created a graphical 
illustration of the 
individual steps with 
three main sections (Fig. 
2). In the first section, we 
collected all available 
wildcat records and 
created background data. 
The resulting data set 
was equipped with all 
possible environmental 
variables prior to the 
subsampling process. The 
main model performing 
process took place with a 
model building process 
(specify of the different 
model parameter), a 
variable reduction and a 
model evaluation process 
in the second section. In 
the end, we extrapolated 
the best performing models to create potential wildcat distribution maps in the third and final 
section. These were then cross-validated with unused observation points.  
 
 

Modelling Wildcat distribution 

Observations of wildcats in the Jura Mts. are not evenly distributed in space and time (see Fig.1; 
Table 1). This is caused by the spatial and temporal conditions of the deterministic camera trap 
studies, e.g. the wildcat camera trap study from 2016/17 had 64 different camera trap positions 
on a 100km2 grid. This results in a spatial concentration of the detections. In addition, some 
camera traps produced over 35 images of wildcats over a period of two month, while others 
took no images at all. These two accumulations increased the spatial and temporal 
autocorrelation of the data set. For the later modelling we had to reduce the autocorrelation to 
a moderate level with a subsampling of the original data set. To achieve this, we used several 

Fig. 2  Graphical illustration of the analysis concept for this thesis. 
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subsampling methods at spatial, temporal and mixed scale (Table 3). The spatial subsampling 
was performed between neighbourhood points, while the temporal subsampling was 
performed for multiple detections at the same location. Each spatial subsample was mixed with 
each temporal subsample. The resulting data sets were tested for autocorrelation with the 
Moran’s Index (Dormann et al., 2007) in ArcGIS to order to come as close as possible to a 
random distribution (z-scores of <1.65). 

 
The sampling design of the deterministic camera trap studies and the random observations 
were not made for wildcat distribution modelling, so that we had no observed absence data. 
Therefore, we randomly generated a similar number of pseudo-absence points as presence 
points (later called pseudo-absences) in the whole area of the Jura Mts. These background 
points were located in wildcat useable areas, defined as all areas outside paved roads and 
streets, water courses and sealed surfaces (Piechocki, 1990). Since false absence data can 
reduce the reliability of prediction models (Loiselle et al., 2003) and out of personal interest, we 
have created a second set of background points by extracting positions of camera traps from 
the deterministic KORA-monitoring’s without wildcat detections (later called fofa-absences). 
These fofa-absences do not show real absences and must be considered as imperfect absence 
data (Burton et al., 2015).  
 
To analyse wildcat’s habitat selection and potential wildcat occurrences, we used Boosted 
Regression Trees (BRT). BRT aim to improve the performance of a single model by fitting several 
models and combining them for predictions (Elith et al., 2008). This can be achieved by using 
the two algorithms regression trees and boosting. Boosting stands for the combination of 
regression algorithms and machine learning techniques and builds a collection of small 
regression trees by adding a new tree at each iteration that best minimizes the loss function 
(Elith et al., 2008). After Elith et al. (2008), BRT are known for their high predictive 
performance. BRT often outperform other alternative model algorithms in identifying relevant 
predictor variables and interactions when model settings are chosen accordingly (Elith et al., 
2008; Friedman et al., 2001). In addition, BRT can be used to optimize the predictive 
performance of a single best model by adjusting multiple models and using them for further 
prediction (Elith and Leathwick, 2017).  
 
We fitted the BRT models in R using the “gbm” and “dismo” packages and the “gbm.step” 
function. A Bernoulli distribution was used to consider for the binary result such as presence 
and background data. We manipulated three parameters in the models; learning rate (lr), tree 
complexity (tc) and bag fraction to achieve the best results. The learning rate is defined as the 
influence of a single tree to the whole model, with smaller values resulting in larger number of 
required trees for modelling (Elith et al., 2008). Normally, lr values between 0.1 and 0.001 are 
used, with smaller values leading to lower prediction errors, but with higher required 
computations (De'ath, 2007). Tree complexity specifies the number of nodes in a single tree. 

Table 3  Overview of all spatial and temporal subsampling. Each spatial subsampling was also combined with each temporal 
subsampling.  
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According to Elith and Leathwick (2009), increased tc values usually lead to increased predictive 
performance. Stochasticity is introduced by the bag fraction parameter, which defines how 
much of the training data set is selected for the model building process at each iteration (Elith 
et al., 2008). Usually the parameter is set in the range between 0.4 - 0.6 (De'ath, 2007) 
respectively between 0.5 – 0.75 for best results (Elith et al., 2008). The three parameters 
mentioned above were defined with a cross-evaluation of the data sets used. The 
biogeographical area of the Jura Mts. (excluding the north-eastern part in the Canton of 
Schaffhausen) was used as our model calibration area. 
 
To avoid model overfitting (Harrell et al., 1996) and multicollinearity of variables (Dormann et 
al., 2013), we reduced the initial set of 26 predictor variables. We removed variables with the 
least influence in the BRT models and excluded variables that were strongly correlated with 
others. To remove the least influence variable, we used the relative importance of the variable 
as a criterion and decided to remove all variable with a mean value of less than 5% and no or 
only minimal influence on the other predictors. For the correlation, we illustrated the 
multicollinearity and calculated the Pearson correlation factor (CF) and the Variable-Inflation 
Factor (VIF) in R Studio. A CF above ±0.70 means a high correlation and should be avoided 
(Hinkle et al., 1988) whereas a VIF greater than 10 means a high correlation (Wollschläger, 
2015). As a correlation threshold, we used the two above mentioned values of ±0.70 for the CF 
and 10 for the VIF. All remained variables were further discussed with wildcat experts from 
KORA about their biological significance.   
 
For the final models, we have used BRT to determine the relative influence of each predictor 
variables and created Partial Dependence Plots (PDP) for each one. They are used to visualize 
fitted functions by showing the effect of the predictor variables on the response after taking 
into account the average effects of all other predictors in the models (Friedman and Meulman, 
2003).  
 
To assess the model accuracy, each of the final models was split into a training data set and a 
test data set. 80% of each data set was used for the model building (training data) and the 
remaining 20% for model evaluation (test data). For measuring and comparing the predictive 
performance of the different models, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 
(AUC) was used - an effective indicator of model accuracy (Duan et al., 2014). According to 
Swets (1988) AUC score between 0.5 – 0.7 indicate low predictive performance accuracy, values 
between 0.7 – 0.9 indicate useful accuracy and values above 0.9 indicate high accuracy.  
 
In a final step, we used the model parameter with the best model performance (according to 
the AUC score) to extrapolate potential wildcat occurrences in areas with no presence data. We 
extrapolated the model to the remaining Jura Mts., the Plateau and the Pre-Alpine regions of 
Switzerland with a raster resolution of 1km2 as the coarsest resolution of all predictor variables. 
Since this resolution could be too coarse for several variables (e.g. the distance to variables), we 
converted the used variable with a 1km2 resolution to a 1ha resolution (interpolation between 
the cells). This was used to extrapolate the model with resolution of 1ha. For the habitat 
distribution maps, we had to classify the raster-cell values. Therefore, we created five classes 
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for potential habitat suitability (none, little, moderate, good and excellent) with the mean 
values for presence and background points and the median between them.  
To test the extrapolation performance, we used 185 locations of wildcat occurrences (not used 
for modelling; named evaluation data set) and compared the predicted values of the points 
with the predicted values of the used model data points. In addition, the GPS-coordinates of 
three collared wildcats were used to test the modelling performance. 
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Results 

Subsampling  

The autocorrelation of the initial model (including all 1,181 detections) was really high, reaching 
Moran’s Index z-score values between 28 and 38. Subsampling allowed us to reduce the 
autocorrelation to a moderate level (z-scores between 2 and 5) near a random distribution (see 
supplement material S1 for more information). In general, temporal subsampling performed 
better than spatial subsampling in terms of z-value reduction. With a minimum time difference 
of two month between detections at the same location, we could lower the z-value below the 
value of 5, while using the highest spatial subsampling of 3,200m between adjacent detections 
to achieve this. Therefore, it was obvious that temporal subsampling has a higher influence on 
the autocorrelation that a spatial subsampling.  
 
According to the z-scores of the subsamples and the need to take as many data points as 
possible, we have chosen a setting with one data point per site per year, but no spatial 
restrictions. Together with the different distribution of occurrences over the year (more 
occurrences in winter than in summer) we created two data sets (to avoid over-representation 
of winter aspects). One data set contained occurrences over the whole year and one data set 
contained only occurrences in the winter half between the 1st of November and 30th of April. 
With the two background point data sets we ended with four different models (Fig. 3).  

Fig. 3   Overview of the four final models used in this study with their data point distribution. Considering that the seasons 
contain three month each (winter = December, January and February; spring = March, April, May; summer = June, July, August; 
fall = September, October and November). The winter models contain data points from 1st of November to 30th of April.  
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Table 4  CF and VIF for each package of 
variables. Bold and red are values over the 
specified threshold. 

Variable reduction 

Street_class and Fragmentation_index were 
removed as there were no considerable outputs. 
According to the relative predictor influence for 
each variable - from the BRT for all four models - 
we were able to skip Land-use_categories, 
Remoteness and Naturalness, whose relative 
influence in all models was among the weakest and 
never exceeded the value of 0.60% relative to the 
others. In addition, Forest_type, Human_impact, 
Population_density and Wilderness also had a weak 
predictor influence of a maximum of 3.10% without 
significant influence on the other variables. They 
were skipped as well.  
In the correlation plots in R (Fig. 4), we visualized 
the degree of correlation between different 
variables and saw that Degree_day has a correlation with Elevation, Roughness and Slope with 
Tri, Fragmentation_area with Fragmentation_value and Snow_SWE with Snow_CF and 
Snow_72h. A CF above ±0.70 could be observed for Elevation and Degree_day (negative) and 
for Roughness, Slope and Tri as well as for Fragmentation_area and Fragmentation_value and 
for Snow_SWE and Snow_CF (Table 4). A VIF over 10 is only valid for Slope, Roughness and Tri. 
Elevation and Degree_day are close to a high correlation whereas the snow variables showed a 
low correlation.  
 
None of the correlated variables showed a significantly 
higher or lower influence on the other variables than the 
correlated partner variable (e.g. Fig. 5). According to CF 
and VIF, we skipped the variables with the lower relative 
influence (Degree_day, Slope, Tri, Fragmentation_area 
and Snow_CF). Additionally, wildcats tend to freeze their 
movements in times with high snowfall, i.e. with new 
fallen snow the cats remain in their shelter until the snow 
has melted or it is more compact to walk on it (Piechocki, 
1990). According to this theory, we have removed the 
variable Snow_72h because of a possible distorting effect 
- as it can negatively affect the detection probability for 
wildcats after snowfall (a general conclusion) - would implement in the model that wildcats 
would avoid areas with high values of 72h cumulative snowfall. But staying in shelter until the 
snow melts or is more compact - and thus no detections take place in this time – does not 
mean that the cat is not present. In the end, we could reduce the environmental variables from 
initial 26 to final 11 variables (Table 5).  

Fig. 4  Correlation plot for the Wh_Ps model. The 
darker and larger the dots, the higher the correlation 
between the variables. Blue means a positive 
correlation and red a negative. 
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Relative importance of predictor variables 

The variable Near_Forest is the strongest predictor in three of the four models, with values 
around 14.30% (Table 6). Only for the Wi_Ps model the variable Elevation is the stronger 
predictor with 14.73% (11.36% for Near_Forest). Elevation, Snow_SWE and 
Fragmentation_area are also among the most important predictor variables with values 
between 7.24% (Fragmentation_area for Wh_Ps) and 14.73 (Elevation for Wi_Ps). 
Light_2010_2012, VHM_mean, Roughness and Near_Street are medium-strong predictors with 
values between 5.46% (Roughness for Wh_Ps) and 10.46% (Light_2010_2012 for Wh_Ps). 

Fig. 5  An example for the relative influence of Degree_day or Elevation. On the left there is Degree_day present and Elevation 
is missing and vice versa on the right. It can be seen that the relative influence of these two variables on the other variables 
remains the same regardless of the variable selected. 

Table 5   Overview of the minimum and maximum values of the 11 final environmental variables. 
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Near_Buildings and Near_Water are less important predictor variables and Aspect is the 
weakest overall predictor with values between 6.10% and 7.40%.  
 
There are some differences between the two whole-year models (Table 6). The most striking 
difference is shown by the predictor variable Fragmentation_area (third weakest value in the 
Wh_Ps model with 7.24% but second strongest value in the Wh_Fo model with 11.91%).  
Roughness show also similar differences, while Near_Buildings have opposite influences. In the 
winter models, the differences are much smaller. Near Buildings and Elevation have the largest 
differences between the pseudo-absence model and the fofa-absence model with higher values 
for both in the pseudo-absence model. In contrast, the difference between the two pseudo-
absence models and fofa-absence models is much smaller than between the winter and the 
whole-year models. The predictor variable Elevation shows the largest value difference with a 
value of 10.97% for the Wh_Ps model and 14.73% for the Wi_Ps model. Fragmentation_area 
has also a moderate difference between the two whole-year model (7.24% for the Wh_Ps 
model and 9.81% for the Wi_Ps model). For the two fofa-absence models, the differences are 
even smaller with a maximum difference of 1.54% between the values of the predictor variable 
Roughness. The individual predictor influence of each variable with PDP can be seen in the 
supplementary material S2.  

 
According to AUC, all four models have useful accuracy, as they are all between 0.7 and 0.9 
(Table 6). The two models with pseudo-absences achieve higher values between 0.846 (Wh_Ps) 
and 0.863 (Wi_Ps) than the fofa-absence models with values between 0.715 (Wi_Fo) and 0.740 
(Wh_Fo). 
 
 

Model evaluation 

Based on the model evaluation, all four models show extremely high accuracy with AUC-values 
between 0.939 for the Wh_Fo model and 0.997 for the Wi_Ps model. Overall, the two models 
with pseudo-absences have a slightly higher AUC-value and were around 0.996 whereas the 
fofa-absence models tended to be around 0.950. We have defined that we use the model with 
the best predictive performance for the extrapolation, which is the Wi_Ps model with an AUC-
value of 0.997. Since the Wh_Ps model showed only a minimal lower AUC-value of 0.996, we 
also extrapolated this model.  
 
 

Table 6  Overview about the relative importance values [%] of the predictor variables for all four models and the model 
performance. Bold green are the top three values of each model and bold red are the weakest three values. The AUC scores 
represent the model performance. 
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Prediction maps 

Extrapolation was made 
to a resolution of 1km2 
and 1ha. Using the 
predicted values for 
each raster cell in the 
calibration area, we 
extracted the values for 
the presence and 
absence points of both models (Wh_Ps and Wi_Ps) and both resolutions. From these values, we 
have defined five value-ranges for the potential habitat suitability (none to excellent) for each 
model and resolution (Table 7). As classification values we used the mean value for the 
presence and absence points in combination with the median between these two values and 
the highest total value. Each of the five categories received a predictive colour for the 
prediction maps. 
 
The resulting prediction values for both raster grids (1km2 and 1ha resolution) show more or 
less similar results, e.g. the category “excellent” suitable habitat for the Jura Mts. cover an area 
of 4.57% in the 1km2 resolution and 4.72% in the 1ha resolution (Table 8). The biggest 
difference lies in the category “good” suitable habitat in the Pre-Alps with a percentage of 
27.57% in the 1km2 resolution and only 14.94% in the 1ha resolution. If one compares the 
whole-year with the winter model, it can be seen that there are only small differences in the 
percentage of the habitat suitability categories (Table 8). The biggest difference can be found in 
the 1km2 resolution for the category “excellent” suitable habitat in the Pre-Alps with 15.42% 
(whole-year model) and 2.29% (winter model). In general, the different values are due to a 
redistribution to the nearest higher or lower class. 
 

The difference between the three biogeographical regions, which can be seen on the prediction 
maps (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) and based on the percentages (Table 8), is striking. Thus, the Jura Mts. 
contain 32.86% (Wh_Ps) respectively 30.05% (Wi_Ps) potentially usable wildcat habitat (here 
defined as areas with the habitat suitability categories “moderate”, “good” and “excellent”) 
with a resolution of 1km2, while the proportion for the Plateau lies between 14.38% (Wh_Ps) 
and 17.94% (Wi_Ps). The highest potentially usable wildcat habitat is in the Pre-Alps with up to 
49.71% for the Wh_Ps model at a resolution of 1km2. 
 
 
 
 

Table 7  Classification of the prediction values for the two models with the colouration. 

Table 8  Percentage of the single habitat suitability category for each model and biogeographical region. 
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Fig. 6  Whole year model with pseudo absences (Wh_Ps) for the whole study area. 

Fig. 7  Potential wildcat habitat map (Wh_Ps model) across the three biogeographical regions. Only “moderate”, “good” and 
“excellent” potential habitat suitability is demonstrated. Consider the difference between the coloured amount on the left (Jura 
Mts.), the middle (Plateau) and the right side (Pre-Alps). 
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According to the result of the model evaluation, we 
observe a slight decrease in the mean prediction values of 
the evaluation data compared to the model data sets. This 
is not surprising, as 23 points of the evaluation data set lie 
in the Plateau (17 points) and in the Pre-Alps (6 points). But 
apart from the slight lower values, the means are still close 
to the means of the model data sets (Table 9) and far away 
from the background means. Further potential habitat 
maps can be found in the supplement material S3.  
 

If we verify the predicted suitable wildcat habitat with the GPS-locations of the three wildcats 
AMIRA, BJÖRN and DUNJA at the eastern end of Lake of Neuchâtel in the Fanel (Fig. 8) with the 
1ha resolution map, we see that for AMIRA the predicted habitats correspond to reality (apart 
from points in the water that are actually in the reed belt). Most of her locations lie in 
“moderate” to “excellent” wildcat habitat. In contrast, about half of the points of DUNJA lie in 
unfavourable habitats, while BJÖRNs locations lie even mostly in none suitable habitat. The two 
models (Wh_Ps and Wi_Ps) show similar results, while the resolution of 1km2 is too coarse for 
the small scale map. 
 

 
 

Table 9  Mean predictor values of presence 
points for the model data and the evaluation 
data. 

Fig. 8  Potential habitat distribution map from the 1ha extrapolation with the whole-year model (Wh_Ps) for the Fanel at the 
eastern end of Lake of Neuchâtel. Included are the GPS-locations of three collared wildcats (AMIRA with black dots, BJÖRN with 
blue dots and DUNJA with white dots). 
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Discussion 

The results of the z-values show that appropriate subsampling can reduse the extent of 
autocorrelation. With the selected subsampling of one detection per location per year we were 
able to minimize the autocorrelation to a moderate level with the maximum of data points. 
According  to Crase et al. (2012) BRT can cope with a moderate autocorrelation. With regard to 
the territorial behaviour of wildcats (Piechocki, 2001) and their average home range sizes of 
about 2 – 8km2 (Biro et al., 2004; Breitenmoser et al., 2010; Klar et al., 2008), it would have 
been better if we had used only one detection per location (over the whole time period) and a 
spatial distance of 1,600m or 2,400m. But with such a subsampling, we would have ended up 
with too few data points for a proper modelling.  
 
We have chosen Boosted Regression Trees for our modeling study. According to Elith et al. 
(2008) BRT have a high predictive power and can identify reliable variable and interactions. 
Pearce and Boyce (2006) mentioned in their study that regression based modeling perform 
better for presence-only data than other approaches. It is essential to select appropriate 
pseudo-absence or background points (Chefaoui and Lobo, 2008). We have decided to use 
random absence points (pseudo-absences) created in useable wildcat areas throughout the 
whole Jura Mts. This is a widely used method in habitat modelling (Chefaoui and Lobo, 2008) 
and, with the right habitat considerations also an appropriate choice (VanDerWal et al., 2009). 
Out of personal interest we have compiled a second background data set with the deterministic 
camera trap locations without wildcat detections (fofa-absences). Due to the short sampling 
period (60 days) and the selected locations for camera-traps (best chance of wildcat detection), 
these are not observed absences rather a second pseudo-absence data set. The spatial 
distribution of fofa-absences in the model calibration area is also strongly limited and bundled. 
This can be seen in the predictive performance of the fofa-absence models which are lower 
than the pseudo-absence models. Therefore, the modelling of the two data sets with fofa-
absences (Wh_Fo and Wi_Fo) was made only out of personal interest and does not provide any 
relevant results for the habitat predictor values nor for an extrapolation. 
 
Best habitat modelling can be achieved by sampling the data points with a suitable sampling 
design (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000). In our case, neither the sampling of random data nor 
the one of deterministic data (incomplete detections) was based on the idea of performing a 
habitat model. Despite the fact that we had a lack of observed absences, there is a chance of a 
distortion effect due to the spatial arrangement of occurrences in the deterministic data set. 
Especially in the wildcat camera trap studies (Jura North 2015/16 & 2016/17 and Jura South 
2017/18), the locations of the installed camera traps were strategically placed so that as many 
wildcats as possible could be detected. For example, most camera traps were placed near the 
edge of the forest, which could explain the high performance value for the variable 
Near_Forest. Therefore, the values for the relative importance of predictors should be 
consicered with caution. 
 
For our study we decided to take a whole year and a winter model. This decision was based on 
the fact that we had only 91 data points in summer, as opposed to 354 winter points. So we 
were careful that the over-representation of winter detections did not affect the general 
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predictions (especially for the variable Snow_SWE and Elevation). The winter model performed 
better in terms of the AUC-score than the whole-year model, but surprisingly the differences 
between the two are smaller than expected. This may be because only one predictor variable 
shows seasonal variability (Snow_SWE).  
 
Wildcats are known to avoid areas with a lot of snow (Dotterer and Bernhart, 1996; Mermod 
and Liberek, 2002). In addition, Mermod and Liberek (2002) and Klar et al. (2009) were able to 
show in their studies that wildcats relocate their home range higher up in summer, while in 
winter they move down to areas with less snow cover. These results combined with the fact, 
that in the Jura Mts. home ranges of wildcats can cover both the high altitudes and the vally 
bottom (Dotterer and Bernhart, 1996), it is likely that our predicted suitable winter habitat can 
be regarded as a minimum habitat area. This minimum area could be extended to higher 
altitues in the summer, if these areas are located within the home range of the cat.  
 
In total, we analysed 26 different environmental variables that were considered important. In 
the habitat modelling studies by Klar et al. (2008) they used only “Distance to …” variables 
whereas Graf et al. (2013) supplemented these variables with the forest type, primary surface 
and elevation. With the exception of primary surfacec, we included the same variables in our 
study and completed them with further potential relevant predictor variables. From an 
intensive literature review we decided to include predictors such as Slope and Snow-variables 
(Mermod and Liberek, 2002), Fragmentation-variables (Hartmann et al., 2013; Pir et al., 2011) 
or human-influence variables (Pineiro et al., 2012). Unfortunately, it was not possible to include 
a variable for the prey density that would be important for a better habitat prediction (Litvaitis 
et al., 1986; Torres et al., 2008). There was also no variable for intra- and interspecific 
competition. As the study of Jerosch et al. (2017) shows, wildcats sometimes use the 
agricultural dominated landscapes. Together with observations of two wildcats with GPS-collars 
(BJÖRN and DUNJA) in the Fanel (unpublished results from KORA), these landscapes could play 
an important role in the habitat preferences if no optimal biotops are available - as it is true for 
most part of the Plateau - but reliable studies are missing. In addition, agrocultural areas 
underlie a yearly shift of the grown cultures (crop rotation) and therefore reliable spatial data is 
missing.   
 
We skipped all correlated and weak predictors and used only those that had a significant 
influence on the modelling. A total  of 15 variables could be skipped, resulting in total of 11 
used predictor variables. In other habitat modelling studies, we observe that in most cases the 
number of predictor variables is smaller. Some studies used smaller set of environmental 
variable (Klar et al., 2008), while others modelled organisms with more specific habitat 
requirements than wildcats (Kuemmerle et al., 2018). Known as generalists (Büttner, 1988), 
wildcats can live in different environments (Yamaguchi et al., 2015) and need more predictor 
variables to account for different regions.  
 
For the model extrapolation the raster resolution of 1km2 would be most suitable, since the 
roughest variable resolution has the same extent (Light_2010_2012 and Snow_SWE) and 
additionally the average wildcat home-range size include several square kilometers. But in view 
of the fine-spatial diversity of some areas (especially the Jura Mts. and the Pre-Alps) the 
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resolution of 1km2 is extremely rough. In addition, the calculation of distance-based variables 
become less accurate. In order to take these problems into account, the extrapolation to a 1ha 
grid shows more varied results despite the downsampling of the two variables mentioned. 
We used the prediction values for the presence and background points as a basis for the 
classification and the color range of the prediction maps. In the range between the mean 
predictor values for presence points (0.46159) and absences (0.17662) there were presence 
and background points present. Therefore, we created this area as “little” and “moderate” 
suitable for potential wildcat occurrences which means that there may occur wildcats but the 
likelihood is low. There would be other possibilites for the scaling (e.g. ranges based on the 
prediction quantiles), but we think the used classification system is appropriate for this study. 
 
Due to the data situation (predominant wildcat detections in the Jura Mts.) and the validation 
the strengths of the models lie in the biogeographical area of the Jura Mts. There, the accuracy 
was high whereas it decreases for the Pre-Alps (slightly) and for the Plateau (moderate). For the 
Pre-Alps it should be possible to identify potential distribution areas on a broader scale, as the 
landscape aspects are quite similar to the Jura Mts. For the Plateau, however, the model has to 
be adjusted as the landscape contains different aspects. This could be achieved by  removing  
the variables Elevation and Snow_SWE and integrating a land-class variable that includes some 
agrocultural aspects. If we consider the variation of some predictor variables from one model 
to another, one could argue that some of them are not important or that one of the calibration 
data sets is not optimal and should be excluded. This could be verified in an additional study. 
For the future it would also be good to consider GPS-locations of collared wildcats as in other 
habitat modelling (Klar et al., 2008).  
 
We belive that this study can improve future wildcat research and management projects in 
Switzerland. For example, it could be combined with other data sets like density estimations of 
deterministic wildcat trap studies to estimate the current population size of the Jura Mts. In 
addition, dispersal corridors from the Jura Mts. to the adjoining Plateau or the influence of 
global warming could be assessed based on this study. 
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Supplement material 

S1 – Spatial and temporal autocorrelation of data points 

Moran’s Index describe the amount of autocorrelation between data points (e.g. the wildcat 
monitoring grids contain multiple and spatially close positive detection points in contrast to the 
lynx monitoring grids with less spatial collection of positive detections). The wildcat grids lead 
to a positive autocorrelation whereas the lynx grids push the value towards negativity. This is 
also true for the temporal sampling. Some locations had over 30 detections in a time frame of 
two month whereas others have only one detections in the same time frame.  
 
The subsampling was made to take down the initial high z-score close to a random distribution 
(with z-value around 0-5).  
 
The autocorrelation index was calculated for all subsamples made with Moran’s Index in 
ArcGIS. Table 1 shows a selection. In total, 5 spatial and 10 temporal subsampling’s were made 
with all combinations between them. 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Table 1  Overview of the temporal and spatial subsampling with the amount of presence and absence points and the 
autocorrelation values. The bold green ones are two of the chosen final models (WC2_pseudo is equal to the Wh_Ps model 
and WC2_fofa equal to Wh_Fo). 
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S2 – Partial dependence plots (PDP) 

For all 11 final predictor variables, PDP were generated and interpreted. The most eye-catching 
fact, is that for all PDP the two whole year models and the two winter models show similar 
progress (Fig. 1, 2 & 3).  
 
Regarding the predictor variable Near_Buildings which has high differences in the predictor 
value between the models we see that for the fofa-absence models the influence is almost zero 
for the whole span whereas for the pseudo-absence models the influence of distance is 
negative until 250m (second graph in Fig. 2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1  Partial dependence plot for the variables Aspect (first graph), Elevation (second graph) and Aspect (third graph). The red 
line symbolize the Wh_Ps model, the black line the Wi_Ps model, the blue line the Wh_Fo model and the yellow line the Wi_Fo 
model. 
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Fig. 2  Partial dependence plot for the variables VHM_mean (first graph), Near_Forest (second graph), Near_Water (third graph)  
and Near_Buildings (fourth graph). The red line symbolize the Wh_Ps model, the black line the Wi_Ps model, the blue line the 
Wh_Fo model and the yellow line the Wi_Fo model. 
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Fig. 3  Partial dependence plot for the variables Near_Street (first graph), Light_2010_2012 (second graph), Fragmentation_area 
(third graph)  and Snow_SWE (fourth graph). The red line symbolize the Wh_Ps model, the black line the Wi_Ps model, the blue 
line the Wh_Fo model and the yellow line the Wi_Fo model. 
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S3 – Prediction maps 

Here are more prediction maps illustrated. As an addition to the prediction map (Wh_Ps) for 
the whole study are shown in the paper, here is the prediction map for the winter model (Fig. 
4). Apart the different resolution (1km2 and 1ha), the results are really similar. Between the 
whole-year models and the winter models the differences are also small (Fig. 5 & Fig. 6). This 
can also be seen in larger sections (Fig. 7 & Fig. 8). The differences for these insights are more 
obvious for the 1ha resolution than for the resolution with 1km2. 
 

Fig. 4   1ha prediction map for the winter model (Wi_Ps). 
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Fig. 5  1km2 prediction map for the whole-year model (Wh_Ps). 

Fig. 6  1km2 prediction map for the winter model (Wi_Ps). 
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Fig. 7  Only small differences between the Wh_Ps (left map) and the Wi_Ps model (right map) in the area of the deterministic 
wildcat monitoring 2015/16 and 2016/17. White are the presence dots and black the pseudo-absences. 

Fig. 8  Also in the 1ha prediction for the area of the deterministic wildcat monitoring area 2017/18 the differences between the 
whole-year (Wh_Ps) and the winter model (Wi_Ps) are small. The whole-year model has slightly higher potential usable wildcat 
areas.  




